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Author’s note: this text is a work of fiction, written as a class assignment with the goal of 

composing a letter about a modern topic in the style of a Pauline epistle. It is not in any way a 

description of the situation in the Atlanta Esperanto group, nor in any other specific Esperanto 

group. Nonetheless, the issues presented in the letter have, at one time or another, been issues of 

contention in the Esperanto movement as a whole. These issues are presented here in somewhat 

exaggerated form in the microcosm of a single Esperanto group to better replicate the Pauline 

form, and for literary effect. 

Joel – co-founder of the Esperanto Society of Metro Atlanta, called by the World Esperanto 

Association to spread knowledge of the International Language in Georgia – Yevgeniya, and 

Asus, my faithful electronic scribe, 

To the Esperanto Society of Metro Atlanta, all the samideanoj
1
 of the Atlanta region who speak, 

support and work for the spread of the International Language Esperanto: 

Greetings of Peace and Love under the Green Banner
2
 of Hope! 

I am ever grateful for my Atlanta samideanoj who supported, nurtured and encourage me in the 

early days of my work for the Esperanto movement. Your harmonious and cooperative work for 

the spread of Esperanto and the enrichment of our culture has always been unequalled. In fact, I 

often hold up the Atlanta Esperantists as a model of unity and solidarity – a model for other local 

Esperanto societies around the world. Your idealism and faithful dedication to the ideals of 

peace, international understanding and linguistic justice have been an ongoing source of 

inspiration to me and is a sign of the work we collectively accomplished in founding the 

                                                           
1
 Samideano (pl. samideanoj) = sam-ide-ano, “those of the same idea”, an expression used traditionally among 

Esperanto speakers to denote other Esperanto speakers. 
2
 The traditional Esperanto flag is a green field with a green five-pointed star on a white canton. Hope is associated 

with the name of Esperanto (esperanto meaning “one who hopes” in the language). 



organization. Even as I continue the work for Esperanto here in Montreal, I always hold you in 

my heart, dear Atlanta samideanoj. 

I realize that advancing a neutral international language is not an easy task, especially in a 

country where English is presumed to be the default international language. You often face 

scepticism, even mockery, for your adherence to our high ideals. Those in the dark will tell you 

that English has won, and that there is no hope for Esperanto. Yet our cause is just, and our 

idealism is pure, and, if we work together, Esperanto will prosper and spread. For, as our noble 

founder Zamenhof
3
 said, “eĉ guto malgranda, konstante frapante, traboras la monton 

granitan
4
”. Be assured, then, dear samideanoj, that with persistence, tenacity and focus your 

efforts will bear fruit. 

It all the more disturbs me, then, to hear reports of division and disputes among the Atlanta 

Esperantists. Factionalism and triviality threaten to distract you from our main goal and turn you 

from the clear path I and my fellow co-founders laid out for you. Such dissension has infected 

other Esperanto groups, often leading to their rupture, or even their outright demise.  

Some of you – the finvenkistoj
5
– adhere to a strict traditionalist approach to Esperanto, clinging 

to the great hope that, one day, Esperanto will be become the one international language for the 

world, a second language for everyone. Whether by intergovernmental agreement or grassroots 

acceptance, Esperanto will, as Zamenhof taught us, “break down the ancient walls between 

peoples”, and lead to a world of peace and brotherhood. 

                                                           
3
 L.L. Zamenhof, creator of Esperanto, who published the original project for the language in 1887. 

4
 “even a drop of water, constantly dripping, will bore through a granite mountain” – a quote from an early 

Esperanto poem by Zamenhof. 
5
 From the term “Fina Venko”, i.e. “final victory”, the idea (more common in Esperanto’s early days, though still 

held by some) that Esperanto will someday become the one international language for the world. 



Others among you, namely the raŭmistoj
6
, maintain a revisionist view, according to which the 

goal of Esperanto has already been achieved. Within the international Esperanto community a 

microcosm of a peaceful world based on mutual understanding and equality has been realized 

and can serve as an example to others. In other words, the Fina Venko is with us, now, even if 

only on a small scale. 

Yet, are we not all Esperantists? Is there one Esperanto for the finvenkistoj and one for the 

raŭmistoj? Is the Fundamento
7
 divided? Is it not written in the Declaration of Boulogne

8
 that an 

Esperantist is anyone who knows and uses the International Language Esperanto? 

Make no mistake: there is one Esperanto, one Esperanto movement, and Zamenhof created 

Esperanto to bring humanity together. Therefore, Esperantists are called to exemplify unity, 

harmony and peaceful cooperation among ourselves, as a model for the greater world. Indeed, 

Zamenhof declared at the first World Congress in 1905, “kunvenis ne francoj kun angloj, ne 

rusoj kun poloj, sed homoj kun homoj
9
”.  Yet, having dissolved the boundaries of nationality 

between us, why are we erecting new barriers in our midst? Can we exemplify brotherhood and 

understanding to the world if we cannot stop quarreling amongst ourselves? 

It pains me to write to you in such a reproachful tone, dear samideanoj, yet I do so only because I 

have seen the detrimental effect infighting has on Esperanto groups. The Esperanto Society of 

Kiev is one such deplorable example. The Ora Pordego
10

 club, once among the greatest and most 

                                                           
6
 Raumism (named for Rauma, Finland, where the Declaration of Rauma was accepted), the idea that Esperanto 

speakers constitute a self-chosen diaspora community, within which peaceful egalitarian international 
communication has already been realized (a sort of Esperantist “realized eschatology”) – thus, the success of 
Esperanto is not judged by potential future governmental decrees or universal acceptance. 
7
 The foundational grammar and vocabulary of Esperanto, serving as a constitution of sorts. 

8
 A document passed during the first world Esperanto Congress in Boulogne-sur-Mer, France, in 1905. 

9
 “there meet not Frenchmen with Englishmen, not Russians with Poles, but people with people” 

10
 “Golden Gate” – named not after the bridge in San Francisco, but after the ancient city gate of Kiev. 



renowned of all the (former) Soviet Union, has, through pettiness and egotism been brought to 

utter ruin. Due to the hardness of heart of their leaders, the followers of Mikhail abandoned the 

Ora Pordego to form their own rival club, thereby undermining the Ora Pordego and weakening 

our noble cause in that city. In a comparable show of intolerance, Vladimir, the leader of Ora 

Pordego, shut the club’s doors to followers of Mikhail who sought out reconciliation. This 

rivalry has spread like a cancer, infecting even the nationwide Ukrainian Esperanto Association. 

Yet, I ask you, is the Esperanto movement the property of Vladimir, or of Mikhail, or even of 

Joel? We have all been called to serve a common ideal, to promote a common neutral language 

to bring together the peoples of the world. This is our true and sure foundation, but if we allow 

our vision to be obscured by any nature of dispute, we are hardly better than those who sow 

discord among peoples. Therefore, be not like the Kiev Esperantists! Rise above conflict and 

disagreement for our higher common purpose! 

Do you not see, Atlanta Esperantists of all persuasions, that we are united in our love for and use 

of our common language? To the finvenkistoj I say, do you not enjoy the benefits and pleasures 

of using Esperanto and enjoying Esperanto culture and community at the present moment? Do 

you not derive idealistic satisfaction from peaceful international exchange in the here and now? 

To the raŭmistoj I say, do you not share at least a faint hope that someday, somehow Esperanto 

will gain broad international or even global acceptance? And if this hope motivates and inspires 

your finvenkistaj comrades, who are you to take that away from them?  

I say unto you, dear Atlanta samideanoj, that this conflict is only one in appearance, not in 

reality.  Is the hope of a “Final Victory” opposed to the practical application of Esperanto in our 

time? Not in the least! In fact, if we and the generations of Esperantists preceding us had not 

persevered in maintaining, enriching and expanding our culture, not only would we not be 



speaking Esperanto today, but all possibility of global acceptance of Esperanto would be lost. 

Likewise, if such a hope for a future of linguistic equality and peace had not been maintained 

throughout the history of our movement, what would have inspired and sustained our persecuted 

samideanoj who suffered great adversity (even in Nazi concentration camps
11

 and Soviet 

gulags!) on account of their connection to Esperanto? Certainly not simple cultural interest or 

linguistic fascination!  

Therefore, dear Atlanta samideanoj, hold dear to that blessed hope of a better tomorrow that 

inspired Zamenhof to pen the words “Nia diligenta kolegaro en laboro paca ne laciĝos, ĝis la 

bela sonĝo de l' homaro por eterna ben' efektiviĝos
12

.”  Likewise, be steadfast in your 

application and enjoyment of Esperanto, so that your lives may attest to the benefits of learning 

and using Esperanto. In so doing, we will march, steadily, assuredly and together, towards the 

Fina Venko on a path paved with Raumism. 

It has also come to my attention, dear Atlanta Esperantists, that an undesirable practice has taken 

root in your monthly meetings. In the tradition that I and my fellow co-founders handed down to 

you, these monthly meetings were to be inspired gatherings to discuss, in Esperanto, current 

events, culture, literature and travel, while sharing our common meal of pizza, Greek salad and 

tzatziki at our traditional meeting place, Athens Greek Pizza. Yet now these meetings have 

degenerated into never-ending linguistic discussions and disputes: hair-splitting over proper use 

of the accusative and definite articles, complaints about too many new word roots entering the 

language (or not enough new word roots), etc. Did Zamenhof create Esperanto for us to debate 

Esperanto grammar? Assuredly not! Esperanto is suited to discussion of any and every subject, 

                                                           
11

 Esperanto was specifically condemned in Mein Kampf, and many Esperantists were persecuted as dissidents. 
12

 “Our diligent set of colleagues in peaceful labor will never tire, until the beautiful dream of humanity for eternal 
blessing is realized” – the last line of the Esperanto anthem. 



yet you, Atlanta Esperantists, have fallen victim to the most rampant of maladies in Esperanto 

clubs. As the sage Tonjo has written, “all Esperanto arguments ultimately end up being about 

language – no matter what the initial subject was”. The sage wrote these words not as a 

recommendation, but rather as an admonition! Therefore, I urge you to broaden your topics of 

conversation to reflect your true diversity and demonstrate the full range of Esperanto’s 

expressive potential. 

Now concerning the membership campaign for the World Esperanto Association: I have heard 

that there are those among you who are not members of this our most venerable organization. 

Knowing your dedication to the Esperanto movement, I am certain that this is the result more of 

a lack of opportunity, rather than a lack of willingness. I am therefore enclosing a bundle of 

membership applications, which I ask be distributed at the next monthly meeting. If there are 

those unable or unwilling to pay their dues by credit card, I will gladly accept their payment 

upon my next visit.  

I had hoped to be with you again, dear samideanoj, for the next Zamenhof Day festival in 

December, however, my work for Esperanto here in Montreal has forced me to postpone my visit 

until the summer. I ask that you prepare the special guest room (where the club’s library is 

housed) in anticipation of my and Yevgeniya’s visit. 

Greet Randall, my partner in founding the Esperanto Society of Metro Atlanta, who continues to 

guide the Society with a tenacious and firm will to this day. Greet James, my friend and comrade 

who has helped hold the Society together even in its darkest moments. Greet also the Esperanto 

group in neighboring Athens. The members there are young and inexperienced and look to 

Atlanta Esperantists for inspiration and guidance. 



Be steadfast, Atlanta Esperantists, and persevere, working for the progress of Esperanto in unity 

and harmony.  

The members of the Société québécoise d'espéranto and the Montreal Esperantists send 

greetings. Normand, Dennis, Tamara, Carlos and Martin greet you. 

I, Joel, type this letter on my own laptop (note my characteristic smiley  !). May you ever 

dwell in unity, peace and hope.  

   


